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g r e e t i n g s !

Despite its mighty hundred-year-old oaks and wonderful historic buildings which
tell of its rich history, the town of Murska Sobota is a young and energetic town.
Fast motorway link with the rest of Slovenia, the fast growing industrial zone,
successful businesses, shopping malls on the edge of town, banks, insurance
companies, educational centers and facilities and a lively pulse of the town,
featuring a wide variety of cultural and social events – the town can be ranked
alongside similar towns all aver Europe.
Yet, Murska Sobota is different. Its people still understand how to stop in their
tracks, take a breath and find delight in the joys of life. They have managed
to preserve their hospitable Prekmurje soul intact and anybody who makes a stop
in town feels great here.
And all those who are as yet not familiar with our town and its environs, they are
welcome to pay us a visit. They can rest assured that they are going to experience
a lot of very plesant moments which, after all, is what really counts in life.
Welcome in the heart of Prekmurje region. In the hearty Murska Sobota!
Dr. Aleksander Jevšek, Mayor

Where roads meet
Murska Sobota lies in the heart of the lowlands of Prekmurje.
Proximity of a large river and easy access have always made it
attractive for population. First known road to lead through the
region dates back to Roman times. In Medieval times,
development of the town was in the sign of the transport route
which connected German lands with Hungary through the town
of Gederovci (Kőhida). Today the town is situated by the vital
Lisbon–Kyiv motorway. Murska Sobota got its first railway
connection to Budapest in 1907, and Ljubljana in 1924. Murska
Sobota is at approximately the same distance from five major
European capitals: Ljubljana, Vienna, Bratislava, Budapest and
Zagreb.
Murska Sobota is the centre of the northern most Slovenian city
municipality with a population of 19.000, administratively
connecting the town with nearby villages and towns (Bakovci,
Černelavci, Krog, Kupšinci, Markišavci, Nemčavci, Polana, Pušča,
Rakičan, Satahovci and Veščica). Murska Sobota was first
mentioned as a town in 1366. Since middle ages it has been the
centre of different administrative and judicial functions. In 1950's
it acquired several regional institutions, becoming the centre of
Pomurje region, of the geographic and statistical region, which
connects the Slovenian part of Pannonia with regions on both
banks of the river Mura – Prekmurje on the left and Styria on
the right bank.

Through history
First traces of settlements uncovered on archaeological sites
on the southern outskirts of Murska Sobota date back to
approximately 4400 BC. The oldest known urnified cemetery in
Slovenia, and the largest of its kind in the central European region,
dating back to the Copper Age was discovered near the town of
Krog. Settling of the area gradually continued in the Bronze and
Iron Ages, as evidenced in the form of buildings, water collectors,
furnaces, fire boxes and discoveries of objects connected to
agriculture, livestock breeding, pottery, weaving and metallurgic
activity suggest. Traces of Celtic conquests have been found on
archaeological sites Murska Sobota, most beautiful examples of
which are grave goods in graves of men and women. Tombstones,
graves with grave goods and traces of settlements and a Roman
villa bear witness to Roman conquest between 1st and 3rd century
AD. Early Slavic settlement findings from the second part of the
6th century were discovered south of Murska Sobota, while Slavic
skeleton graves with pots and personal objects dating back
between 8th and 11th century were also found on the location.
Very little is known about early Medieval Murska Sobota. The first
settlement grew around the cathedral and parish church of
St Nicholas, while a court which used to be the headquarters
of Belmura estate was built on the location of today's castle.
The town as we see it today developed gradually throughout
centuries, which, by the end of 19th century looked like a rural
market town. It was only then that this regional centre started to
acquire new public buildings, banks and bourgeois houses and
gain the image of a town. Murska Sobota saw its greatest
expansion in the second half of 20th century, when the
development of the industry was a catalyst for the growth
of population. The newcomers were mostly residents from
the region, otherwise known for the largest emigration rate
in Slovenia.
In the modern times, parts of neighbouring villages have
transformed into suburban residential areas, while industry, small
businesses, commercial, logistic and recreational centres have

encircled the outskirts of town, where the hospital and several
schools have also been moved to.
In the 9th century, the region of Sobota was a part of the Slavic
Principality of Lower Pannonia. It became a territory of Hungarian
interests after the Frankish-Hungarian wars. As part of the Iron
County, it was pulled into the framework of civil administration
of the Kingdom of Hungary. First major feudal owners of Belmura
(Murska Sobota) land were Lower Lendava nobles Haholds,
followed by Amadés family from the Gutkeled clan, who joined in
the Lyndua (Gornja Lendava/Grad) territory in the 14th century to
form the largest feudal estate in the region of today’s Prekmurje.
In 1365, the estate came under feudal ownership of the Széchy
family, who exempted Murska Sobota from paying any duties in
1476. In 1687, the land was sold to Peter Szapáry and the Szapáry
family remained connected to Murska Sobota until 1930, when all
of family's property was put on sale at auction.
After cessation of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, the rulership
of the area was transferred several times in a matter of months –
including the declaration of independent Republic of Prekmurje
in May 1919, which lasted until the army of the then Kingdom of
Serbs, Croats and Slovenians conquered entire Prekmurje in August
1919. Slovenian clerks and teachers then started arriving to Murska
Sobota and slowly began spreading their influence which led to
changes in its cultural outlook. During the Second World War
Prekmurje was once again under Hungarian administration, until
Red army troops supported by local partisans liberated Murska
Sobota in April 1945. Administration was recovered by the
government of the then Socialist Yugoslavia, until Slovenian
declaration of independence in June 1991. City municipality
began activities as part of the local self-governance in 1995.
Head of municipality is a directly elected mayor who shares
the decision-making powers with the elected city council.

Coexistence
The name Murska Sobota (Murazombata) was first mentioned on
16 July 1348. 16 July is therefore commemorated as the municipal
holiday. The locals only call it Sóbota, name allegedly originating
from the Slavic word for the proper name. The additional word
Murska is probably linked to the name of the nearby Mura River.
On a map from 1767, Murska Sobota is mentioned with four
different name versions: Mura-Szombat, Olsnitz, Ujnitz and Windish
(Slovenian) Sobota. The number of different names for the town
indicates varied ethnicity of its residents, who at the time were
of Slavic, Hungarian and Germanic origins.
Today’s residents of Murska Sobota and surrounding areas
predominantly declare themselves as Slovenians. Up until the early
20th century the area had strong Hungarian, Jewish and German
communities which significantly influenced the town's cultural
outlook, but have now largely disappeared from this environment
due to whirlwinds of historic events. The Roma community
represents an important share of population, and live in a
residential town of Pušča, while headquarters of Roma
organisations are located in Murska Sobota.
Conversion of pagan settlers to Christianity in the 9th century was
managed from Salzburg. Roman Catholic faith has been preserved
in parishes (Murska Sobota and Bakovci are catholic parishes) and
episcopal in Györ, followed by Sombotel and Maribor, until the
establishment of an independent diocese in Murska Sobota in
2006. In the 17th century the majority of the population followed
reformation until the victory of counter-reformation. Evangelicals
regained their parish in 1892, while the only Baptist church in
Slovenia was registered in Murska Sobota in 1976. Pentecostal

church has its own modern shrine in Murska Sobota, with
Adventist church also being active here. Jewish community settled
in this area more intensively in the 19th century, and Murska Sobota
was the headquarters of the Slovenian Jewish community and
Rabbinate during the Great Wars. Prekmurje Jews were taken to
the Auschwitz concentration camp in April 1994, with only a few
ever returning. Remnants of the Jewish community include the
remains of the Jewish cemetery and the commemorative plaques
on the main train station and on the location of the synagogue
built in 1908, which was demolished in 1954.
Despite the turmoil of wars and other conflicts, people of Murska
Sobota like to see themselves as similar to their patron St. Nicholas
and the legend of his generosity. St. Nicholas is the saint patron of
the cathedral and is also depicted on the painting on the altar by
Matthias Schiffer from 1792. On St. Nicholas day, the centre of
Murska Sobota hosts the largest flea market, while one of the
legends of the saint is also depicted on the town's coat of arms.
Three pouches of gold and three golden apples he gifted to poor
girls are shown on the coat of arms with three positions of the sun
above the silver horizon line of the town on the flatlands.

Culture, Education and Sports
Murska Sobota has always been the regional cultural centre.
First registered association in the region was established in 1885,
namely the Hungarian education association for Slovenian
landscape. Slovenian cultural associations established during the
World Wars joined their activities after the Second World War in
the Association for culture and art Štefan Kovač. Theatre, concert
and dance events and event activities are the domain of the
Institute for culture, tourism and sport Murska Sobota, with its
headquarters in Gledališče Park theatre. Pomurje museum Murska
Sobota has its premises in the castle, where Regional cultural
heritage is being preserved and exhibited to the public. District
and study library Murska Sobota, founded on the foundations of
the former People's library, keeps the relevant older Pomurje press
and has several departments. Murska Sobota Gallery is the
regional modern art museum and houses the collection of
contemporary art of Pomurje. Youth information and culture club
oversees culture and education programme for young people and
hosts various events in the castle. The town has its own central
regional newspaper Vestnik, while Murski val is one of the most
resonant local radio stations.
Murska Sobota is often mentioned in literary works and has been
the setting of many novels and a favourite with photographers
and painters. It is also a regional hub, a town of many artists and
creators who were born in Murska Sobota and built their careers
elsewhere. Many who were born elsewhere have, on the other
hand, chosen Murska Sobota as their place of residence, work
and most precious inspiration.
First teacher arrived to teach in Murska Sobota in the period of
reformation, whereas the educational centre in the town outskirts
developed in the early 20th century. In addition to elementary
schools, the town saw the appearance of several secondary
schools offering different education programmes. Recent years
saw the establishment of several high education programmes,
while education also takes place in the framework of the Research
education centre Rakičan Mansion and People's university Murska
Sobota. The town also has a central music school.
The beginnings of organised sports activities in Murska Sobota are
linked with the establishment of the gymnastic and people's
secular association Sokol in 1920. Today, the numerous sports
organisations are united under the umbrella Institute for culture,

tourism and sport Murska Sobota. The sports club Mura was
established in 1924, whose successor football club today manages
the football stadium in Fazanerija. The municipality used to have
and still has exceptional athletes in table tennis and judo; kayak
and canoe rowers were also among those achieving exceptional
results, namely members of Rowing club Krog, i.e., Kayak-canoe
club Mura from Krog. Pomurje flying centre, managed by
Aeroklub Murska Sobota is located near Rakičan, known for
providing trainings for sports pilots and parachuters and for
organising airplane and hot air ballooning competitions.
Equestrian centre has its premises in the Rakičan mansion. The
municipality has several gravel pits with abundant fish stock that
are appealing for fishermen. Sobota Lake located at the southern
edge of town has swimming area for swimmers and water sports
enthusiasts, and is encircled with walking and cycling trails and
the largest exercise park in this part of Europe.

Economy
Murska Sobota can boast with receiving free market town rights
in 1479, while today’s flea market takes place every first Monday
of the month. Then there are Trezino (October 10) and Miklošovo
senje (December 6) markets, that are more than just markets, but
predominantly tourist events. As a regional centre, Murska Sobota
has been very appealing for tradesmen and craftsmen since
mid-19th century. Arrival of capital encouraged establishment
of larger banks and lending institutions, while the chamber of
craftsmen was established in 1900. First major industrial facility
was a factory of meat products which developed from a small
artisanal abattoir in 1922. Today's Panvita Group grew from the
wide connected environment of the branched food processing
industry and agricultural cooperative, which today unites several
production facilities in the region with a network of its own
stores. Tradition of Pomurje dairy industry, the processing of
milk and production of dairy products reaches back to 1945.
The town's landscape, as well as the entire region, was strongly
influenced by the development of the Mura clothing manufacture
factory, born out of two pre-war sewing factories. Large industrial
systems with over a thousand trained employees however failed
to survive capitalist competition. The existing ones re-connected
into new business groups or had new facilities developed by their
side. Today Murska Sobota is home to production sectors using
the latest technologies and producing high quality products that
help achieve higher added value. The strongest companies to
drive the economic development of Murska Sobota today
operate in the following sectors: metal processing, food
processing, and textile processing industries, construction,
transport, logistics and trade. One third of all companies in the
region operate in Murska Sobota, where one third of the whole
population in the region is also employed, creating over 40
percent of all income in the Pomurje region. Murska Sobota is
the economic centre of north-west Slovenia and the town of
booming economy and even greater business potential.
Murska Sobota is the centre of tourist environment of natural
thermal spas, where the city swimming pool, and hotels,
restaurants and coffee shops in the town and its surroundings
offer a wide range of services – from swimming pools and
wellness, and cool shaded terraces to traditional and international
cuisine. Several excellent restaurants can also be found outside
Murska Sobota. The Diši po Prekmurju (Aromas of Prekmurje) brand
of food products was developed from the local culinary tradition.

In the town
Murska Sobota castle is the town's oldest non-religious building.
Its original renaissance structure dates back to the 16th century,
while the current building shows the majority of important building
interventions from the 18th century when the courtyard tracts that
were covered with arcades and facades were additionally separated,
when the castle chapel was built and the wall painting of the 1st floor
salon was commissioned. The east-side portal with Atlantes on round
pillars, supporting the baluster balcony also dates back to the 18th
century. The 13th century medieval castle was very likely located at
the same location. It was owned by the Széchy family from mid-14th
century to the second half of the 17th century, and then passed into
the ownership of Szapáry family until the 20th century. The family had
an English park built on the estate, which today stretches into a 9,5
hectares town park and is today known for being one of bestpreserved castle parks in Slovenia. Former baroque castle chapel
adorned with paintings by Sandi Červek, is now the municipality's
room for civil marriages. Pomurje museum Murska Sobota also has its
premises here, displaying the permanent exhibition about the life of
people by the Mura River, rooms for temporary exhibitions and the
museum shop. The castle is also home to the Youth Information and
Culture Club with coffee shop, the Headquarters of Amateur activities
Fund and a hall suitable for hosting different events.
The northern side of the castle with renaissance portal faces the
main drive-in, while the east-side is connected to Trubar tree-lined
lane, which connects to the Martin Luther tree-lined lane at the
façade of evangelical church. Evangelical church was built in a
neo-gothic style in the period between 1907 and 1910, based on
plans by Ernöj Gerey. Two one-storey buildings with accentuated
corners are attached to the main church building at both sides.
The stained glass Rosetta above the main entrance is repeated at
the altar section of the church, bearing the portrait of Martin Luther.
Church ribbed ceiling is supported by pillars, that also carry both
side balconies along the main nave, and there is an organ gallery
above the main entrance. The main altar painting Descent from the
cross was painted by Jenö Bory.
In addition to 19 stone lithopunctures by Marko Pogačnik
positioned across the park, there are statues of Slovenian writers
by the tree lined lane, namely of Feri Novak, a statuette of Primož
Trubar by Drago Tršar and a monument to the teachers who lost
their lives in the Second World War. Town park also has a children's
playground, while the quality of green surfaces are upgraded by
Fazanerija, stretching towards the north-west of the town as the
remaining part of what was once a forest. The Green Trail leads
across the town's green surfaces.
Parish church and cathedral of St Nicholas is first mentioned in 1297.
Late-Roman church core originates in late 13th century. It was
re-modelled into a ribbed arched gothic presbyterium with stone
masonic elements and painting in the second half of the 14th
century. The older coat of paintings allegedly originates from an
earlier period than 1350, while the newer coat dates to around 1370.
Façade compartments on arcades beneath the bell tower were
painted by the Graz artist Matthias Schiffer in the late 18th century,
and painted windows in the presbyterium were made in 2003 by
Franc Mesarič. After several building interventions, the church was
significantly rebuilt between 1910 and 1912, according to plans by
Ladislav Takač. The old central core of the church was preserved and
connected to the new three nave basilica and a cross nave. A mighty
tower reigns over the core of the old bell tower, while the church is
also adorned with the façade composition of niches with Szapáry
coat of arms and semi-circle main entrance into the church with
an elaborated garland of flowers. In the church interior, the altar
painting of church patron saint is joined by stained glass windows
by Kregar and Bizovičar.

Ladislav Takač brought the spirit of art-deco to Murska Sobota, by
designing three profane town buildings in addition to the church.
The corner building on Slovenska street with semi-circle pier and
ornamented building panels particularly stands out, as does the
former Vault of the South Iron County from 1907, known as the
most beautiful art-deco building whose corner is accentuated
with and elegant two-level roof tower and a semi-circle stone
balcony. The main ornament motive is bees and elaborated rose
petals. Today this wonderful building is the home of the House
of Prekmurje delicacies, which connects the main tourist
information office with a shop of souvenirs and handcraft objects
as well as tasting area and shop of original Prekmurje culinary
products. The programme is part of the complex range of
activities provided by the Institute of culture, tourism and sport
Murska Sobota, which also oversees the organisation of events
of cultural, tourist, promotional and entertainment nature on
Slovenska Street and the House courtyard throughout the year.
Only a few buildings constructed in the town centre between the
late 19th and early 20th century have been preserved. Particularly
standing out is the one-storey corner building from 1909 of the
former hotel Dobraj and the current Zvezda restaurant, whose
main façade axe is opening the way to the Trg zmage square.
The building is adorned with a colourful façade with plant and
face motives and roof elements with three-piece circular window
frames. It is from the balcony of this house that Vilmoš Tkalec
declared the independent Murska Republic in 1919, while Fran
Sušnik wrote about hotel guests in 1924. The hotel is also the
setting of Dušan Šarotar's 2007 novel Biljard v Dobrayu.
Feri Novak made a great impact on Murska Sobota's spatial
planning and architecture in the period between 1930 and 1950
by designing the public swimming pool and the Workers' hall in
the spirit of functionalism and modernism. Today the former
Workers' hall is the municipality's head office, while Feri Novak also
designed private villas, blocks of flats and several public buildings
and monuments. Particularly standing out are monuments to the
victims of the Second World War at the town cemetery. The Štefan
Kovač Street where the elementary school building, the theatre
originally designed in 1951 as a cinema, and a group of typical
rectangular apartment block buildings from 1956 are located, is
preserved as the town's most authentic modernist architecture
area. In 1953, the area received the addition of the monument to
national hero Štefan Kovač, the only sculpture ever to be made by
the famous caricaturist and illustrator Miki Muster. In 2017,
sculptures by contemporary Slovenian sculpturers from the former
Mura park of sculptures were moved to the green surfaces in front
of Novak's blocks of flats. Sculptures are by artists Dušan Tršar,
Janez Lenassi, Janez Boljka, Peter Černe and Slavko Tihec. Tone
Demšar's sculpture from the collection is now located in the hall
of the theater, while the entire complex is supplemented by a
composition by Ladislav Danč from 1963 on the façade of the
building of the Pošta in Telekom Slovenije. Feri Novak modified a
section of the former castle park and Main Square into the town's
central square with kept park surface, in the midst of which reigns
the mighty Monument of Victory (Spomenik zmage). Its obelisks
and two canons are dominating above the square, making it by far
the most recognisable of the town's symbols. Representatives of
victorious ally countries and armies participated at the solemn
inauguration of the square in 1945. It was originally intended
to serve as a tomb for Red army soldiers who lost their lives in
Prekmurje, but they were later buried at the cemetery. The
monument was built based on plans by Soviet military engineer
Vladimir Aronchik, while the sculptures of Soviet and Yugoslav
soldiers were created by Boris and Zdenko Kalin.
Some of Takač and Novak's heritage in town has been
irreplaceably lost with inadequate renovations, while certain

buildings were gained from modernisation and addition of new
content. Architecture-wise the town centre of Murska Sobota was
taken into the 21st century by Edo Jalšovec, whose plans were the
basis for additional constructions on the domineering bright blue
Šavel centre business-residential building which is unevenly placed
into the line of two streets. It was by playing with lines, materials
and colours that buildings designed by Andrej Kalamar were
constructed in the town centre, while Iztok Zrinski's buildings
are paying homage to classic pillar columns of ancient temples.

Town's surroundings
Expano is a modern area of a multitude of contents, constructed in
2018 by the Soboško Lake. It stands on the location where several
archaeological evidence bare proof of first settlers of Murska
Sobota. Nowadays the area is known for a variety of urban
adventure sports growing in popularity thanks to the motorway
connection. Expano is a tourist, culture and information centre
where one can learn about and experience Pomurje. It is where
Pomurje providers of tourist services are (re)presented and where
Expano restaurant is the first opportunity for visitors to meet with
the tastes of culinary delicacies and superior wines by local
producers. This is the place of education, encouragement of
innovation and creativity and the point where Pomurje economy
connects with the world and where it presents its investment and
business opportunities. Visitors are guided through the permanent
exhibition taking them across nature and times of the region with
the support of digital technologies. Virtual hot air balloon flight
offers a view of the region from the bird's perspective: colourful,
foggy, diverse, eerie, sunny … just like the life of the Pomurje
region on both banks of the Mura River.
Rakičan Mansion was built on the location of a 15th century fortified
outpost. Family of feudal masters Batthyány had it additionally
fortified in the times of Turkish threats, while it was rebuilt in
baroque style in the 18th century. The building went on to become
a countryside mansion with large internal courtyard fenced by four
tracts, with the central one-storey residential building particularly
standing out. Towers in two corners have two storeys and make
a mark on the front of the building with notable entrance areas
looking in the direction of the park. Similar structure is repeated in
the internal side of the courtyard, where the building is supported
with built arcades. Additional architectural ornament is present in
the renaissance portal providing access to the courtyard from the
road. The mansion has a kept English park with a chapel originally
built in 1880. Today the mansion houses the premises of the
Rakičan mansion Research and education centre, providing
several programmes and services of educational, cultural and
tourist nature.
The Mura River and its flotsam have created the flatland area south
of Murska Sobota. People living on the banks of Mura River are
profoundly connected to the river. The river has been changing its
flow throughout history, creating many corners which have excited
the imagination of river fairies and other mythic creatures and
provided inspiration for poets and painters, and are nowadays
areas of rare plant and animal species. Due to flooding, river banks
were never populated, but people have always built bridges and
rowed boats across the river. A traditional boat is still operational
in Krog, connecting Prekmurje and Štajerska (Styria). The Mura
riverbed has now been regulated, the flow has increased and the
river nowadays predominantly flows in an artificial river bed. Hiking
trails have been developed on its banks, there are picnic spots,
descents down the river are also available, while locations across
municipality are excellent departing points for cycling trails
in nature: taking cyclists towards Mura, to lowland villages
of Ravensko and Dolinsko and to the foots of Goričko hills.
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574 km

VIENNA
240 km

www.visitmurskasobota.si
SALZBURG
366 km

Information

BUDAPEST
299 km

City Municipality
Murska Sobota
Kardoševa ulica 2
www.murska-sobota.si

GRAZ
100 km

ACCOMMODATION

Regional Museum
Murska Sobota
Trubarjev drevored 4
www.pomurski-muzej.si
Regional and Study Library
Murska Sobota
Zvezna ulica 10
www.ms.sik.si
Murska Sobota Gallery
Kocljeva ulica 7
www.galerija-ms.si

Hotel DIANA
Slovenska ulica 52
www.hotel-diana.si
Hotel ZVEZDA
Trg zmage 8
www.hotel-zvezda.si
Lovenjakov dvor VENICE Hotel ŠTRK
418 km Polana 40
www.lovenjakov-dvor.si

MIKK Murska Sobota
Trubarjev drevored 4
www.mikk.si
Institute for Culture, Tourism
and Sport Murska Sobota
Ulica Štefana Kovača 30
www.zkts-ms.si
Tourist Information Office
(TIC) Murska Sobota
Slovenska ulica 41
www.visitmurskasobota.si
Regional Tourist Information
Centre - Expano
Bakovska ulica 41
www.visitmurskasobota.si
Park Theatre
Ulica Štefana Kovača 30
www.zkts-ms.si
BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS
Pomurje Chamber
of Commerce
Lendavska ulica 5a
www.pgz.si
Regional Chamber
of Handcrafts and
Small Business
Murska Sobota
Lendavska ulica 33
www.ooz-ms.si
Development Centre
Murska Sobota
Kardoševa ulica 2
www.rcms.si

www.expano.si

CŠOD Murska Sobota
Tomšičeva ulica 15
www.csod.si
RIS Dvorec Rakičan
Lendavska ulica 28, Rakičan
www.ris-dr.si
Motel ČARDA
Nemčavci 39 c
www.motel-carda.si
Penzion LETALIŠČE
Muzge 2, Rakičan
www.penzion-letalisce.si
Prenočišče CIPOT
Obrtna ulica 28
www.murska-transport.com
General info on City
Municipality
Population: 18.734
Surface: 64,44 km2
Altitude: 190 m
Average number of hours
of sunshine: 1660 per year
Murska Sobota’s Partner
and Twin towns
Ingolstadt, Germany, since
1979
Paraćin, Serbia, since 1979
Bethlehem, Pennsylvanija,
USA, since 1996
Podstrana, Croatia, since 2000
Turnov, Czech Republic, since
2005
Körmend, Hungary, since 2012

MURSKA SOBOTA

Popular events in Murska Sobota
LJUBLJANA
179 km February

ZAGREB
151 km

CARNIVAL CELEBRATION
in the town centre
and in the town park
April
SPRING FAIR
in the town centre, flea
and handcrafts market
EXPERIENCE POMURJE
BY THE SOBOTA LAKE
at Expano

May-September
Food Festival SOČNA VILICA
in town centre
June
FAMILY PICNIC
in town park
Festival SOBOŠKI DNEVI
in town park, culture and
entertainment events

Musical events
SKRITO DVORIŠČE
behind the building of Hranilnica
prekmurskih dobrot, concerts on
Saturday evenings
TRADITIONAL TUG OF WAR
BETWEEN THE RESIDENTS OF
PREKMURJE AND PRLEKIJA
second Sunday in July,
Brod na Muri in Krog
September
FRONTA, international festival
of contemporary dance
Festival PREKMURSKE
ŠUNKE IN GIBANICE
castle courtyard
October
TREZINO SENJE
market in town centre, flea
and handcrafts market

SUMMER NIGHT
OF MUSEUMS
Pomurje museum Murska Sobota

BALL - HALLOWEEN
in Rakičan mansion, all-day
Halloween programme, evening
entertainment programme

Festival SLADKO PREKMURJE
Festival of sweets, on the treelined Martin Luther avenue

November
ST MARTIN’S in town centre

July-August
WALKS WITH MUSIC
in the city park, Saturdays
in July and August
SUMMER IN SOBOTA
on the square Trg Kulture, Friday
night concerts and Saturday
morning children’s programme

December
MIKLOŠOVO SENJE
market in town centre, flea
and handcrafts market
DECEMBER ADVENT FAIR
in town centre, Christmas market
NEW YEAR’S EVE CELEBRATION
in town centre
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